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Hey, Sundays
are getting better
aren’t they?
The weather is
getting better,
colder though but
a lot of the recent Sundays
have had some perfect Blue-
bird skies.  But better than
that, the groups are finally
getting sorted out, enough of
you are obviously feeling gitter
and stronger so are joining the
‘sportive’ group that sits nicely
between the ‘Club Run’ group,
ie: those who like a bun and a

coffe at the halfway point and the ‘Fast’ group,
those who ride eyeballs out at a pace that is
great for raising your fitness in time for Spring.
The idea of the ‘Sportive’ group is to offer the
same sustained, hard pace of the ‘Fast’ group
but with an average mph a couple of notches
down.  There should be no sprinting up hills or
drastic changes of pace just a steady tempo to
get you fit and fast for those 100 mile cyclosport
rides or time trials.
The Cyclist’s of Marlow recently made their
voices heard loud and clear to the local councils
and demanded that something be done to in-
crease safety for cyclists.
Over 1500 riders have signed a petition stating
that they are too scared to ride in the town and
then on Thursday 1st Feb, a work day, over 200
cyclists from all ‘walks’ of life joined a mass ride
to demonstrate their dissatisfaction.  This was
organised in  just 10 days but was a massive
success hitting all the local papers and also
filmed for a Channel 4 documentary to be aired
later in the Spring.
It just shows that the cycling lobby can be very
vocal and powerful with a bit of rganisation be-
hind it.
If you want a better deal for cyclists and are
prepared to shout about it  you won’t be alone, so
get shouting!

A training camp in early Jan can either be
great pre season training or a disaster and
almost a waste of time, depending on your
point of view.

This year I have to say that training and
getting quality hard miles in and fast pace
has to be advised.
Getting back to the Chilly UK and going
straight into HWCC reliability rides means
you’re flying and the motivation that can give
you at this time of year is priceless.
So, if you can get out to training camp early
Jan and in March your pretty much going to
be on a roll (should you also train lots and
diet at the same time).
Anyway, great to see so much HWCC kit out on
club runs and reliabilities, we are looking the biz
and if you don’t have kit get it because the guys

who don’t have it look very very very
amateur
Plus its easy to spot none
members when they get
dropped , which , of late ,
has been quite a lot ,
snigger

HWCC Regular Stuff

Wednesdays @ West Wycombe Village Hall
7:15pm Core Fitness & Keep-fit

This is designed to strengthen your core and im-
prove your fitness.  New or interested members
welcome.  Bring a mat and at some point a swiss
ball.

9:00pm    Pub chat.
After Keep-fit join us for a chat.

Sundays @ High Wycombe High Street
9am   Club Runs.

The main group goes at a steady pace and no-one
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“Chad Nikolz races road bikes professionally in the USA. Besides drawing
QuickShot, he’s also working on an illustrated journal,
which can be viewed at bikecafe.net. His entire
QuickShot collection will soon be released in a 52
page calander. If you have any questions, or ideas,
Chad can be comtacted at nikolz@bikecafe.net.”
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30th January 2007

Driver who killed Zak Carr gets fraction of maximum sentence
A Norwich publican who killed top UK cyclist Zak Carr when his car ran into the back of his bicycle has been found guilty
of causing death by dangerous driving and sentenced to 5 years imprisonment.
At the time of the crash, Donald Pearce was driving home from the airport having not slept since leaving Turkey the
previous day, and it is thought he fell asleep at the wheel. Mr Carr, 30, was cycling to work along the A11 near Wymondham
when the crash happened on 17 October 2005.
CTC Campaigns & Policy Manager, Roger Geffen, said: “Although this sentence is reasonable within current sentencing
guidelines, it is still only a fraction of the maximum sentence available – and the reason isn’t too hard to spot. Despite the
new Road Safety Act 2006, the sentencing framework for bad driving offences is still riddled with inconsistencies. If the
driver had done exactly the same thing but by chance Zak Carr had ‘merely’ been maimed rather than killed, then the
maximum sentence the judge could have given him would have been just 2 years. So it is hardly surprising that judges
never seem to go anywhere near the maximum of 14 years open to them in cases such as this where someone really is
killed. The Government must sort out these anomalies if sentences for dangerous drivers are to reflect the gravity of
threatening other road users’ lives.”

26th January 2007

Cyclist who refused to stay in
the gutter wins re-trail
A cyclist who was found guilty last year of inconsiderate
cycling, whilst cycling in accordance with the National
Standard for cycle training, has today won a re-trail at
Shrewsbury Crown Court.
CTC member Daniel Cadden was cycling fast downhill on
a single-lane carriageway when he was stopped by police
who believed that the position he had taken in his lane
was forcing cars to cross the solid white line in the centre
of the road illegally in order to overtake. But rather than
stop the cars that had broken the law, the officers decided
to charge Daniel Cadden with inconsiderate cycling.
The judge and two magistrates accepted the arguments
put forward by Cadden’s barrister, Francis Fitzgibbon, that
there were contradictions in the police’s evidence, that
there was no legal obligation for cyclists to use cycle tracks
and that causing only a short delay to drivers did not
constitute “inconsiderate cycling”. The judge who sat at
his first trail believed Daniel should have not been on the
road at all and instead should have crossed three lanes of
busy traffic to use a cycle path, which runs alongside the
road where he was stopped.
Speaking outside court, Daniel Cadden said: “I am
overjoyed that the ludicrous decision to prosecute me has
been overturned. The recognition in this case must go to
the real heroes, all those people who have supported it
either financially by giving to the Cyclists Defence Fund,
by joining CTC or by sending messages of support to
myself and my family. Without the support of these people
this fight would not have been possible. The overwhelming
sum donated to the Cyclists Defence Fund has been
testament to the solidarity shown by the cycling community
on this issue.”
“This success serves to reaffirm cyclists’ right to decide
when to use cycle facilities and when they are inappropriate

or dangerous. The first judgement was unreasonable
in denying this.”
CTC’s Campaigns and Policy Manager Roger Geffen
added: “This ruling is a tremendous victory, both for
Daniel Cadden personally and for all the cyclists whose
donations to the Cyclists’ Defence Fund have helped
support this case. We hope the Government will now
heed the voices of 11,000 cyclists who lobbied their
MPs when a draft revision of the Highway Code
threatened to enshrine into law the misguided views
of the original police officers and trial judge in this
case. We are picking up signs that the Government
has been listening, so we hope there will be more good
news on this when the new Code comes out later in
the spring.”
Daniel Cadden was supported in his defence by the
Cyclists’ Defence Fund (CDF), the independent charity
which was founded by CTC to provide cyclists with
support in legal cases. Over £25,000 was donated to
the CDF by cyclists keen to show their support for
Daniel.”
To donate money to the Cyclists’ Defence Fund, go to
www.cyclistsdefencefund.org.uk

Len Strange - an old
Club member) spotted
this sign whilst on
holiday in Malta.
Obviously not a friendly
place  for cycling.

“Latest bright idea from EU
gambles with cyclists’ lives” says
CTC
Forthcoming European legislation which would force drivers
to have front lights switched on in all daytime conditions would
seriously undermine cyclists’ safety on the roads, according to
the UK’s national cyclists’ organisation CTC.
CTC is urging all cyclists to join its online campaign calling on
MEPs to oppose the Commission’s proposals. CTC believes
that a blanket requirement to use so-called ‘daytime running
lights’ (DRL) would make it much harder for drivers to see
cyclists and that drivers would get into the habit of looking for
lights, thus failing to notice cyclists and pedestrians as a result.
CTC’s Campaigns & Policy Manager, Roger Geffen, said: “DRL
will make it all the more likely that drivers will fail to spot cyclists.
By ignoring this, the European Commission is gambling with
cyclists’ lives – it’s one Euro lottery we certainly don’t want in
the UK.”
“Not only would DRL make the roads a more hazardous place
for cyclists, it would increase fuel consumption and greenhouse
emissions by as much as 1.5% at a time of mounting evidence
that urgent action is needed to tackle climate change.”
The European Commission claims that DRL would if anything
be beneficial to cyclists, pointing to the results of an experiment
testing how quickly drivers could spot pedestrians, cyclists and
motorcyclists in photographs of cars with DRL. Critics of DRL
point out that these results do not represent what would happen
with real (as opposed to photographed) light, or how drivers
would respond under real driving conditions - where their
attention is not specifically focused on looking out for cyclists.
Collisions involving cyclists are higher at dusk because drivers
do not think it is dark enough to warrant lights. Whilst CTC is
strongly opposed to a blanket requirement requiring headlights
to be on all day, we would
not object to low-glare, fuel
efficient LED lights which
would come on
automatically in low light
conditions.
To join CTC’s online
campaign to oppose
compulsory daylight
running lights,
go to www.ctc.org.uk/
campaigns
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EVENING LEAGUE 2007

Date Day Course Dist Start
17-Apr Tues HCC202 10 19.00
24-Apr Tues HCC202 10 19.00 Medium Gear
01-May Tues HCC202 10 19.00
06-May Sun HCC087 17 8.30 Hughendon 1st Chiltern
08-May Tues HCC212 14 19.00 2 laps
15-May Tues HCC202 10 19.00
22-May Tues HCC202 10 19.00
29-May Tues HCC178 11 19.00 1 lap
05-Jun Tues HCC178 22 19.00 2 laps
12-Jun Tues HCC178 22 19.00 2 laps
19-Jun Tues HCC212 14 19.00 2 laps or 3 laps
26-Jun Tues HCC178 22 19.00 2 laps
03-Jul Tues HCC178 22 19.00 2 laps
08-Jul Sun HCC224 30 8.30 Firth 30
10-Jul Tues HCC178 11 19.00 1 lap
17-Jul Tues HCC202 10 19.00
24-Jul Tues HCC202 10 19.00
31-Jul Tues HCC202 10 19.00
05-Aug Sun HCC087 17 8.30 Hughendon 2nd Chiltern
07-Aug Tues HCC202 10 19.00
14-Aug Tues HCC202 10 19.00
21-Aug Tues HCC202 10 19.00

HCC202 Longwick 10
HCC087 Hughendon Hilly
HCC212 Whiteleaf Hilly 2 laps
HCC178 Longwick Circuit 1 or 2 laps

HCC224 30m  starting nr Pedestal W Wycombe
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Surrounded by glorious snow capped peaks,
picturesque valleys and lush countryside,
Bagneres de Luchon provides an ideal base to
sample the vast array of mountain activities that
are available to our visitors in spring, summer and
autumn alike.
For those seeking an activity based holiday,
Bagneres de Luchon provides an ideal gateway
to the wide range of activities and challenges
that Midi Pyrenees and the Haute Garonne have
to offer, as well as the beautiful Val d’ Arran
across the border in Spain.
Alternatively you may just wish to:
The choice is yours...........

The Luchon - Superbagneres gondola operates a daily service during late June, July August and early
September providing easy access to a range of trails for both hiking and mountain biking.

Le Tour 2007: Stage 15 (23rd July) includes
two local climbs (Port de Bales and Col de
Peyresourde)
L’E tape 2007: Foix - Loudenvielle (Stage 15)
16th July.

Villa Portillon is a great base for your Pyrenees walking holiday
or cycling holiday with miles of routes to suite all abilities.
Whether seeking a warm and friendly Bed and Breakfast or
looking for an organised activity break we will be more than
happy to discuss your requirements and arrange a suitable
package to help you make the most of your Pyrenees activity
holiday.
Whether travelling independently, or opting for an
assisted itinerary, our aim at Peak Times will provide
you and your party with a warm and welcome
reception, and a thoroughly enjoyable Pyrenees

experience.

Whether skiing at one of the regions many resorts,
walking or cycling along open tracks surrounded by
magnificent mountain scenery or just exploring the
many and varied delights that the Pyrenees have to
offer, we are sure that you will be delighted with
your Pyrenees skiing holiday or summer vacation.
We both look forward to sharing the “Pyrenean
Experience” with you.

Ideally situated for both winter skiing and summer activity holidays,
the famous spa town of Bagneres de Luchon the “Queen of the
Pyrenees”, combines classical French architecture with the endless
natural beauty and breathtaking scenery that the Pyrenees has to
offer.

enquiries@peak-times.com http://www.peak-times.com

For those attempting next years Etape, Peak Times are
pleased to announce that we will be running both a
supported surveillance/training programme for these final
stages, as well as providing accommodation and support
for the Etape itself including:

o Transfers from Toulouse to Bagneres de Luchon (Saturday the 14th

July - 1000)

o Transfers to Foix for registration (Sunday the 15th July)

o Transfers to Foix for the start (Monday 16th July)

o Pick up at Loudenvielle and return to Bagneres de Luchon upon
completion

o Accommodation and meals at Villa Portillon

For more information please contact: enquiries@peak-
times.com or visit our website at www.peak-times.com.
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WEST LONDON COMBINE  &  HWCC CUP EVENTS 2076

DATE COURSE DIST TIME TYPE CUP ENTRY CLOSING DATE

Sunday  4 March H10/2 10 miles 9.01 West Ldn Combine 18th Feb
Sunday 18 March CC113 25 miles 8.01 West Ldn Comine 4th March
Sunday 8th April CC113 25 miles 7.31 West Ldn Combine Brocklehurst 25 March-
Tues 24th April HCC202 10 miles 19.01 Club Medium Gear Longwick course
Sunday 6th May CC113 25 miles 7.31 West Ldn Combine 22-Apr
Sunday 6th May HCC087 17 miles 8.31 Club 1st Chiltern Cup Hughendon Valley start
Sunday 17th June CC113 25 miles 7.31 West Ldn Combine Longmarkers 3rd June

& Handicap
Sunday 8th July HCC224 30 miles 8.31 Club Firth 30 Nr Pedestal W Wycombe
Sunday 22nd July CC128 50 miles 7.31 West Ldn Combine Fastest 50 10-Jul

& Married Mens
Sunday 5th Aug HCC087 17 miles 8.31 Club 2nd Chiltern Cup Hughendon Valley start
Sunday 2nd Sept CC113 25 miles 7.31 West Ldn Combine Club 25 Champs 19-Aug
Sunday 16th Sept CC113 25 miles 8.01 West Ldn Combine Hewgate 2 UP 2nd Sept
Sunday 9th Sept CC113 25 miles 8.01 Club Interclub with

Westerley

Club Events entry on line
West Ldn Combine contact Alan Hillier by closing date-names entered on list forwarded by Alan to organiser
contact Alan approx 5 days before event for start time

H10/2 Maidenhead Thicket course
CC202 Longwick 10
CC87 17 miles-starts Hughendon Valley- hilly course
CC113 starts Tatling End/Amersham/Gt Miss & return?
CC224 Start Pedestal W Wycombe/Prin Ris /Thames & return
CC128 start Tatling End/Amersham/Wendover/Stoke Mand Askett & return

Chiltern Cup fastest agg time on 2 events
Brocklehurst fastest 25 on day
Longmarkers includes riders who have not gone below 1.08.00 for a 25 mile
Handicap all riders given a handicap time on day
Fastest 50 fastest rider on day

Married Mens 50 fastest married man unless
winner of line above is married, then 2nd
fastest Club 25 Champ
fastest 25 onday

Hewgate fastest 2UP on
day

Firth 30 fastest onday
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Time Trialling for 2007
Entering Time Trials....
Open Time Trials start (if you’re mad) in February or (if you’re sensible, and want to
complete our series of reliability rides first) March.

I find doing a wad of entries at the bginning of the month preceding that in which the
races actually are is best for me, but as long as you send your entry in to the organiser
(usually only accepted by snail mail) 2 weeks before race day, you’ll be ok.
Races are listed in the CTT handbook  available from Alan Hillier or at www.ctt.org.uk.
You can download entry forms from here, too. These are all Open Events, and will cost
around £7.00 to enter. Some of the faster courses may be over-subscribed, and so you
need good qualifying times  AND to get the entry in on time. Most, however, will
not get a full field, and so you should have no problem getting a ride, and qualifying for
at least a team prize with your clubmates (hopefully).

The art of time trialling is all about riding at your highest sustainable effort. Going too
fast up hills or at the start just compromises your race.
This is why we’ve done a lot of flat, consistent effort training rides this winter. Its therefore very useful to get a Kingcycle
test booked with Gordon (coming soon on a Saturday to West Wycombe) The test will, amongst other things, tell you
the best Heart Rate you could try and maintain in short Time Trials.

Here’s the recommended list of TT’s in March and April:

25 Feb North Road Hardriders 25 Herts. I’ll not do this, as its often
cancelled due to ice, and I’d rather get some miles in
4 March Banbury Star Hardriders 23 N Oxon. I’ll not do this as I prefer to
do the 100 mile reliability
11 March East Surrey Hardriders 30 Surrey. I’ll not do this, either,
preferring mileage
17 March Oxonian Hilly 30 Oakley. There’s a solo event, and a 3-up team time
trial giving everyone a chance to practice for the Antelope 3-up in April.
Teams are starting to be organised on the Message Board NOW!
18 March Maidenhead Hilly 30. Frieth. Note this is the day of the HWCC
Spring Road Race.
24 March A5 Rangers hilly 31 or 15.5. Towcester. You can enter the one or
the two lap event
25 March A5 Rangers 10. Towcester. I shan’t bother with this, but there’s
usually prizes for overall performance over the 2 days
31 March Middlesex RC 10. Aldermaston. A good ordinary Saturday afternoon 10
1 April Icknield RC 28km. Dagnall. A 2-up or a solo event are on offer. Nice
rolling course.
6 April HWCC Lesley Cole memorial Good Friday 10. Thicket. Starts early, so
you can still have a day with the family
9 April Alton CC hilly 50km
14 April Antelope RT 3-up. Longwick. Ralph’s classic TTT with excellent
prizes.
15 April Maidenhead 15. Drift Road.
21 April RUDY PROJECT SERIES event 3. Nottingham. See Rich Davies.
Or Milton Keynes solo or 2-up 20
22 April Oxonian 25. W Oxon
28 April Newbury 25. Aldermaston
29 April Bath Road CC Hilly 30. Bradfield. A great old classic 2-lapper.”

We hope to have plenty of riders making up HWCC teams in races this year, so
get those entries in!

Don’t hesitate to talk to me or Alan Hillier, to name but two, for more info
or help with filling in the forms
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Cycle Care’s Offers
to Members: Cut
Price Assos and

Oakley, discount on
all parts &

accessories
plus a special

deal on the
best training

tool out there,
the Suunto

T6.sprocket@
highw

ycom
becc.org

Working with today’s top athletes, sports
physiologists and folks much like yourself,
Suunto engineers and designers have created
a new line of heart rate monitors that break
from tradition in terms of style and functionality.

Much more than conventional heart rate
monitors, these intelligent sports watches offer clear advice on achieving your fitness and
athletic goals. If you’re in the market for a new heart rate monitor, or if you’re interested in
learning how a Suunto heart rate monitor can make your workouts more effective, the new
Suunto t3 with Training Effect is a good place to start.

If you’re an athlete who needs speed and distance data, or if you’re a coach or exercise
instructor, be sure to check out our new Suunto Performance Packs-complete training
systems in ready-to-go boxes.

The New Suunto range of Heart
Rate Monitors now available at
Cycle

BLING TINGS

Deda Elementi Chrome Handlebar tape
£19 Its outrageously cool and you can check how good
you look from your bar tape , get in –
www.dedaelementi.com

Bell Meteor 2
At £89 Far cooler in looks and feel that the now tired Giro
advantage aero helmet worn by almost every one, plus a
long rear fairing helps you maintain the aero tuck, also
now in Silver, Nice
http://www.bellbikehelmets.com/europe/default.asp

Rudy Project Sportsmask glasses
http://www.rudyproject.com/
Oohh , these are so cool and you can replace the lenses
easy
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Planet Chippo

Processed Cheese
Anytime you see the word
“processed” before “cheese,”
you’re not looking at cheese.
You’re looking at a “cheese
product”, one that contains
20% of your daily saturated
fat intake, an unhealthy dose
of sodium, and something
called alginate. Alginate is
used to waterproof and
fireproof fabrics. Why cheese
needs to be waterproof and
fireproof remains a mystery,
but it’s one that’s better left
out of your stomach.

SOREEN

Its fair to say that the editors of this mag have tried almost every performance fuel
product on the market
They all have a place and most certainly do the job, but, of late I have jumped onto the
Paul Mace minimalist and Retro bandwagon of using traditional fuelling techniques as
in :

· Fig Roles
· Soreen.

I have already in a previous issues given the facts and experiences of Fig roles so lets
rant on about Soreen , is it any good.

Well, in a word yes, on the recent medium fast group flat 50 I started to Wayne as we

approached Brill , so, quaffed a mouthful of soreen . The stuff is chewy without a doubt

but its portable, sizeable and certainly hits the spot as stomachs are able to break

down the contents rather well, hence getting you through your rides without the fear of

BONK. Also, it’s as cheap as chips and available from most day-to-day shops

The company used to be run by a familywhose surname was Sorensen - hence the
brand name Soreen!
Soreen became famous for their original fruity malt loaf
Soreen Original fruity malt loaf is also supposed to be the UK’s favourite malt loaf.
Its unique and secret recipe has remained the same since it was first
created and it with out doubt differs in taste and texture to other imitations I have tried.
Many sports (Hoy etc) persons rely on Soreen’s malt loaf range as part of their balanced
diet because they are packed full of carbohydrates and a great source of energy.
What’s more, Soreen Original fruity malt loaf is surprisingly nutritious and low in fat.
So before you splash out on those Power bars, consider your wallet and get some
Soreen in your pocket instead (add a little margarine, it tastes great).

I recently purchased the 1998 TDF , as I have an intention of getting every TDF
and Giro DVD as far back in recorded history as I can . Anyway the reason for
the compulsive 1998 purchase was firstly because it featured the guy who
motivated my interest in cycling, MARCO PANTANI. Watching this tour brought
tears to my eyes, the little fella attacking Ullrich in the rain , and his shear guts
a cool approach etc fantastic . I don’t care about the drug scandals and I don’t
care about what’s been said about Pantani in the press, for me he is an eternal
hero and I should think this is the same of others of the same era, he was a man
of his time and I await with eagerness his successor, I think its going to be a long
wait .
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THE KILLER -AKA Brian -Spud

Gordon’s excellent retro article revived a few memories for me of racing in the Wycombe area in the 50’s
and 60’s. When I was a lad and had hair as shown in the photo, Wycombe was well known to West London
cyclists as the home of ‘The Marlow Circuit’.
Road racing was so different then in the late 50’s. There were machine examinations before the event
where a sadistic member of the organising club would try to twist your handlebar stem round ,wreck your
brake levers, roll your tubular tyres off the rims and derail your chain as he operated the gear mechanisms.
Some competitors would drive to the event but for many it was a 20+ mile ride to the changing rooms in
Keep Hill, (1) near Bassetsbury Manor. Helmets were not required and neither, I seem to recall, were marshalls
or directional arrows........everybdy knew the circuit and the concept of a lead car had not been born. Fields
were limited to 40, later 50, riders and most were for all senior catagories together. So as a novice you
could, and did, line up against Tour of Britain and International riders. To move from 3rd to 2nd and then to
1st cat, either 2 places in the first three or 4 in the first six were needed in events over 50 miles.There were
fewer races in those days and one was just glad to be able to race in any event on the road in a bunch.

Initally the race was neutralised along London Road into High Wycombe and with no Abbey Way the course
turned left in the town centre to climb Marlow Hill. The ‘Magic Roundabout’ wasn’t there either. Some events
had a prime at the top,(no traffic lights  up the hill or anywhere on the course). As Gordon pointed out I did
like the hills, but sadly I
had no tactical sense,so
after winning the prime I
would see that I had
some yards over a
unenthusiastic bunch and
just go for it.

Inevitably,event after
event, not just the Marlow
circuit events, I would be
caught when the real
action started about 20
miles from the finish and
be left floundering in the
wake of the field.

As a result I still have a
great love of the lone,
usual ill fated, breaks in
the major continental
events.
 This weakness reached
its apogee in the
d i v i s i o n a l
championships one year.
I was, with Laurie Rose
Twickenham C.C., 3 min
up on the bunch after 80
miles at the top of Aston
Rowant climb and
delusions about my
prowess started to set in.
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A GROUNDBREAKING trial
which saw motorists ditch
their cars could pave the way
for the future of Marlow.

Change Gear for a Day’ caused
a stir in the town as drivers were
asked to break the habit of using
cars for short trips into the town
centre.
The one-day trial came as a
result of a campaign by
producers of a Channel 4
documentary addressing traffic
congestion.  Helen Simpson,
producer and director of the
documentary, said: “It’s not an
anti-car thing, we just want one
day where everyone gets out of
their cars. Then we can go
forward from there to get people
not to use their cars one day
every week.”
Amanda McCluskey, acting
headteacher at St Peter’s, said:

“I’ve never seen the road as clear as it was this morning, I thought I was in the
wrong place.”

At lunchtime, around 200 cyclists
took part in a mass bike ride from
Marlow Bottom to Marlow High
Street in support of the day.
A ride was organised by HWCC
rider Neil Wragg and local bike
shop owner Andy Rackstraw from
Saddle Safari.
“With just 10 days notice the
cycling community created an
amazing impact on the day by
making their voice and requests for
better cycling
facilities heard”, Neil
Wragg, 36 an IT
Consultant from
Marlow stated.  “It
shows that people are
happy to swap their
car for a bike if it is
safe enough, it’s certainly quicker
and cheaper!”.
Data analyst Sarah Brady, 36, who cycled all the way from Henley, said: “I can
understand people’s reservations about leaving their car at home, because
some people have a horrendous journey into work and they have to come a
long way. But their contribution might be working from home one day a week
and we have the technology now. I think town centre car parks should also
reserve spaces for car sharing to encourage more people to do it.”
County council consultants who created a traffic model for Channel 4 were out
on the streets to record the effect of the campaign.  Tony Blackmore, the
county council team leader for strategic traffic management, said: “It’s a
markable difference in the amount of traffic in the High Street. The traffic is
moving today and even at mid morning there are parking spaces free in the
high street, which is a big novelty. We’ve got cameras around filming the traffic
for 12 hours today to record data, which are not too visible to drivers.”
The documentary will be aired in the spring &
for details see http://www.changegearforaday.com

The Killer (cont.)

Sadly there were another 45
miles to go. Down to
W.Wycombe, left up
Bledlow Ridge we still held
our lead but the climb of Kop
was too much and I just fell
into the grass being unable
to release my toe straps as
I ground to a stop. The next
problem after packing was
to return, using my lifeless
legs, to the changing rooms
which were in Slough, 20
miles away.

But lets get back to the
Marlow circuit. The event
wound its way into Cressex
Road (2) along to Turnpike
where it swung right down New Road.
Squealing brakes announced the
hairpin left (4) towards Sands and the
gradual climb to Lane End (5). Left
again on to B487 to Marlow (6), all
downhill apart from the short sharp
climb to Booker Airfield. Left on to A404
which prior to the Marlow by pass was
the road up Burroughs Grove, again
often a prime point (7). The photograph
show me winning a prime at that point
but why are the young boys on the side
of the road not looking at me? Because
they are watching the bunch which is
right behind the bus unable to get round
it not having the speed of the Austin car.
The course carried on to rejoin the
circuit at Cressex Road (2). There was
no Handy Cross roundabout because
there was no motorway. And the finish
was along the straight level Cressex
Road just near the junction with Lincoln
Road (3). No need for marshalls to hold
up the traffic for the finish because
there was no traffic.
Mostly events were 4 laps which was
54 miles and typically prizes were £3,
£2, £1 with an entry fee of 15p or so
meaning that entry fees roughly
equalled prizes.
Aaaaaaaaaahhhhh .............Happy
carefree days,............but where has all
the fitness gone?
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Top athletes seem to love Coke, not just as a dinner drink to wash down a cup of yoghurt, a raisin bagel,
and a bowl of broccoli, but as a sports drink to provide a little fire during the last stages of a prolonged
endurance competition.

MAGIC POTIONS

Coke as a sports drink? It does seem strange, but increasing numbers of athletes are using Coke to fuel
their exercise

Why is Coke so popular?
At first glance, it seems an
unlikely sports-drink candidate.
Its carbohydrate content
checks in at about 11 per cent,
a bit too high for a sports
beverage (exercise scientists
have identified 5 to 9 per cent
as the optimal range for sports-
drink carbohydrate
concentrations; beyond 9
percent, gastric emptying is
retarded, and water may even
be dragged into the gut to dilute
the excess carbs, robbing
tissues and blood of fluid). In
addition, Coke offers little in the
way of electrolytes, and its
carbonation is thought to
increase the risk of gastric
upsets during exercise.

Indeed, when Coke first saw the
light of day - back in 1886 when
an Atlanta, Georgia pharmacist
named John Pemberton
formulated it, the dark brew was
touted not as a performance
enhancer but as a tonic for
most common medical ailments,
and it contained two key
ingredients which have long held
a fascination for members of
the human race - cocaine and
caffeine. The cocaine of course
came from leaves of the coca
plant, and the caffeine
originated in extracts of kola
nuts, giving rise to the name
Coca-Cola (the &apos;K&apos;
in Kola was replaced with a C
for marketing purposes). While
it&apos;s doubtful that the
cocaine and caffeine actually
cured any maladies, they
probably made many Coke users
feel much better.
Incidentally, Coke dropped
cocaine from its list of
ingredients in 1905,
just in time for it to be
advertised in 1906

The physiology of Coke
Research concerning the physiological effects associated with
Coke consumption actually dates back to the 1970s, when Coke
was also very popular among athletes. In a simple study carried

out at Ball State University, 12 fasted adults
(six men and six women who were not chronic
caffeine users) were given 10 ounces of cola
with either 0, 22.5, 35, or 150 mg of caffeine
(there is some dispute about how much
caffeine is actually present in a 12-ounce
can of Coke, with estimates ranging from 30
to about 45 mg). Heart rate, blood pressure,

blood-glucose level, and blood free-fatty-acid concentration were
then monitored for six hours.

Only the cola with 150 mg of caffeine was able to dramatically boost blood
levels of free fatty acids (a 22-per cent increase), an effect which some
sports scientists have suggested would enhance endurance performance
(the fatty acids might serve as a rich lode of energy as muscle-glycogen
stores become depleted). Smaller quantities of caffeine (22.5 and 35 mg)
raised fatty acids by just 6 per cent, and fats stayed constant when no
caffeine was in the cola.

Blood glucose tended to drop slowly but steadily during the six hours after
ingestion of 0, 22.5, or 35 mg of caffeine (no food was ingested during that
time period) but actually rose slightly with 150 mg of caffeine. That may
seem surprising, since no nutrients were consumed during the monitoring,
but a decent dose of caffeine tends to stimulate the release of two key
hormones - epinephrine and norepinephrine - which can increase blood-
sugar levels. Somewhat surprisingly, heart rate actually dropped by about
six beats per minute after caffeine ingestion, but it also did so with zero
caffeine, so we can simply say that caffeine didn&apos;t blast heart rate
upward or prevent it from falling naturally. Blood pressure did rise a bit,
however, especially after the 150-mg dose.

the findings suggest a possible positive role for Coke during exercise.
Basically, the elevated fatty acids, better-maintained blood-glucose levels,
and enhanced release of epinephrine and norepinephrine which could be
produced by Coke&apos;s caffeine might all augment exercise capacity
(glucose could be used by muscles for energy, and epinephrine could
increase the strength of muscular contractions). In addition, if Coke&apos;s
carbos were diluted a bit (by mixing Coke with a little water, for example),
the carbohydrate in Coke could be an excellent, well-absorbed source of
fuel during prolonged exercise.

Almost finally, it is very possible that the caffeine in Coke may enhance
performance, perhaps by increasing muscular power and/or enhancing
muscle function during the late stages of very prolonged exercise (bear in
mind, though, that the Coke would probably have to be ingested steadily
during the exertion at a rate of about six ounces every 15 minutes, and
the effort would have to last for over three hours - in order for enough
caffeine to build up to produce an effect). Note, however, that if you are
a regular caffeine user, the modest amounts of caffeine in Coke would
probably not effect you as much as it would the virgin caffeine user.
Mind you , you will pee loads and irritate the hell out of people
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CF & PK SERVICES

‘Work carried out BY cyclists FOR cyclists over the past 10

years’

PAINTING AND DECORATING

BUILDING AND HOUSE MAINTENANCE

BATHROOM AND KITCHEN FITTING

FAST, RELIABLE, CLEAN & FULLY INSURED SERIVICE

CONTACT:  COLIN FURY 01494 459668   OR   PAUL KNIGHT

Scientific evidence suggests that caffeine can speed up your performances by
about one second per minute. Run as far as you can in four minutes without
caffeine, and later - when you are feeling great - run the same distance after
ingesting caffeine. With the right amount of caffeine in your system, it will take
you about four seconds less to run the same distance.
Similarly, cycle as far as you can in 10 minutes while caffeine-free, and then - after recovery - cycle the
same distance as fast as you can with caffeine inside. The second effort will be about 10 seconds faster
(an improvement of one second per minute).

While they havenT been able to quantify caffeines effect absolutely precisely, many runners, triathletes,
cyclists, and cross-country skiers believe that the unique chemical really works. Race horses are doped
with the stuff, and the International Olympic Committee (IOC) is convinced that caffeine is a strong
ergogenic aid. The IOC restricts caffeine use by participants in the Games to a urinary concentration of no
more than 15 mg/litre.

Studies show caffeine improving both race times and quality of training
The definitive research which has pushed caffeine onto the ergogenic-aid pedestal was carried out by a
number of different research teams. In an investigation carried out at Christ Church College in Canterbury,
18 runners of various abilities zipped through a 1500m time trial on two separate occasions, once after
consuming two cups of strong coffee containing a total of 150-200 mg of caffeine and once following two
cups of decaffeinated coffee. Caffeine improved average 1500m performance times from 4:50 to 4:46.
Fourteen of the 18 runners had better times with caffeine, and the improvement was statistically
significant

Research has also shown that caffeine can increase sprinting ability on a bicycle and boost 100m
swimming speed. Investigations also reveal that caffeine can upgrade training quality. At the University of
Guelph in Canada, 14 athletes completed two separate interval workouts, once under the influence of
caffeine and once with a placebo. The actual pre-workout caffeine dosage was 6mg per kg of body
weight, or about the amount in three to four cups of strong coffee. The workout itself consisted of two
minutes of exercise at 100% VO2max, followed by six minutes of recovery; two minutes at 100% VO2max
again with six minutes of recovery; and then a final interval at 100% VO2max - sustained for as long as
the athletes could continue exercising.

How does caffeine actually boost performance? The notion that caffeine increases energy levels and
endurance by mobilising free fatty acids (which could potentially be used by the muscles for fuel instead
of glycogen) has now been discredited, but there are three other intriguing possibilities:
1. Caffeine might reduce the rate of muscle-glycogen consumption during the first 15 minutes of exercise.
As a result, there would be more glycogen in the muscles during later stages of exertion, prolonging
endurance.
2. Caffeine may lower perceived exertion, making strenuous efforts feel easier. Some investigations have
demonstrated that individuals routinely rate specific intensities of exercise as more comfortable if they
have caffeine in their systems.
3. Caffeine may produce an adrenaline-like effect, stimulating more calcium to rush inside muscle cells
during contractions, thus boosting the potential strength and power of muscular activity.

The bottom line? Always consult your doctor before combining serious caffeine consumption with high-
intensity exercise. To achieve peak absorption of caffeine, take it about one hour before your exercise
commences (try this strategy several times in practice, of course, before using it in a competitive
situation). Bear in mind that the amount of caffeine in just two strong cups of coffee (about 200mg) is
enough to improve performance. Note that if you routinely ingest ample amounts of caffeine, the
compound and possible  effect on your exercise capacity may be lower, compared with someone who
consumes small quantities of caffeine in daily life.

DOUBLE ESSPRESSO PLEASE



Saddle Safari
 Crown Lane, Off Spittal
Street, Marlow SL7 3HL.

Tel 01628 477020.
www.saddlesafari.co.uk
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MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE DUE FOR 2007.

Please send your cheque plus  blue form enclosed to Margaret.  Even if you have already paid for 2007     please fill out
the  form and return to me so that I can keep up to date with your personal data  - address, phone, email etc. Club
subscription prices are on the form.  If you change your address, phone or e-mail at some stage please let me know if you
fail to do so you may miss out on important information.

Data Protection Act.  Please note  your  details will be kept on  a computer file. If you do not want your information kept on
a computer please inform me.

UPCOMING KEY DATES & IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Sunday  4th February   Hilly 50 mile Reliability Trial. (see Jonathan Smith)

Wednesday  7th  14th  28th February Turbo Training  & Computrainer Points  League,
details to follow. Contact Dave for Turbo  training and Gordon  for CompuLeague

Saturday  10th  February  Kingcycle Fitness ‘Ramp  testing. Venue  to be confirmed
Gordon will be testing   throughout the  day.   Contact him if you want to  book  a  place.
There will be Refreshments all day. (See Gordon & Margaret)

Monday  12th  February .  Committee Meeting  -  (Margaret Gen. Sec )

Sunday  18th February 100 kilometres Reliability Trial  (contact John Smith).

Wednesday   21st February  Table Sale  ‘anything to sell ?  at  the Club Room  - Trade & Club stales Rent a
Table       Organiser: Dave Roberts  01844 346333

Saturday  24th February    Kingcycle Fitness ‘Ramp  testing  (2nd session )  throughout the day.  (see  Gordon &
Margaret) venue to be confirmed.

Sunday 4th March  West London Combine 10 mile time trial On the Thicket.  A4
See Alan  to enter by  18th  February .

Sunday 4th March.  100 mile Reliabiltiy Trial   ( contact  Jonathan Smith)

Wednesday 7th  14th 21st 28thMarch Turbo  & Compuleague  (Dave & Gordon)

Sunday 18th March  West London Combine 25 Tatling end Amersham course. Entries to Alan    by  4th March.

Open Club Road Race Sunday 18th March  Long Crendon.   Ride the event or marshal.   Helpers needed.
Organisers Harry & Ann Henley 01844 346465

Margaret Wright    HWCC  General, Membership, & Press
Secretary 01844 217 517  Or   email

margaret_wright@tiscali.co.uk



A NEW TYPE OF
MOISTURISER !

Moisturise dry chapped skin, head to toe
Smooth cracked skin on hands and feet

Safeguard and soothe minor skin irritations
Use after sun and wind exposure

Fresh clean scent

As used by professional surfers, cyclists in the Tour de France and world champion winning
yachtsmen in the world’s toughest race -  the BT Global Challenge 2001/2002

‘As we sailed across the equator and into the notorious Southern Ocean, the sun and wind burned
our skin. We also suffered rope burns and salt sores. We found Udderly SMOOth® to be a
wonderful greaseless, stainless all round moisturiser and barrier cream.’

Eczema sufferers - this cream has been the only solution to sore, cracked hands for many
excema sufferers.  Ask for a free sample.

Office workers - Relieves dry, chapped skin and provides relief from
paper cuts without leaving a greasy residue.

Sunburn - Cracked heels - Dry skin on hands face or feet  - Mothers -
Children - Sportsmen Gardeners - Swimmers - Nappy rash - Paper cuts -

Eczema - Saddle Sores - ItchinessBefore and After
using Udderly Smooth

For FREE samples or to purchase tubs or tubes contact Neil Wragg 01628 473419 or pop into
Cycle Care, High Wycombe

NOW AVAILABLE
IN CYCLE CARE !

4oz Tube - £4

12oz Tub - £9

pump it
tub - £12

Original Udderly SMOOth® Udder Cream is a greaseless, stainless water-based
moisturizer with a light fresh fragrance.
In recent years, the general public has become aware of Udderly SMOOth® Udder Cream.
They use Udderly SMOOth® as an everyday multi-purpose beauty aid due to its rich
moisturizing ingredients and performance in softening dry, skin.
Udderly SMOOth® is available in 2 oz. jars, 2 oz tubes, 4 oz. tubes, 8 oz jars, 10 oz with
pump, 12 oz jars, 16 fl. oz bottles and 32 fl oz bottles.

CHAMOIS CREAM
Yes, you can use Udderly Smooth® as a chamois cream. We suggest that you use Udderly Smooth®
Udder Cream. Whether you put Udderly Smooth® on yourself or your chamois is your choice. 16



HWCC DO MALLORCA The first training camp of the year for HWCC riders.
Lots of miles, lots of pain and the odd road accident is all part
and parcel of the fist training camp of the year.
Massing a good 380 miles over the 5 day stay at an average of
21mph on most rides is something we only dream of in the UK
at this time of year.
Eating , sleeping and training like a pro , you cant beat it

On returning to the UK though you soon notice how rubbish our
roads are and how this country is just not setup for the cyclist ,
courtesy and manners from car drivers seems to be  non existent
in the UK compared to the continent, it cant go on though  and
with global warming now seen as a FACT we may well be in
with a chance , who knows.

Bring on the SPRING classics
Lesly cole
Antelope 3 up
Thames Velo RR
Hillingdon RR
Chas Messenger 3 day
Archer GP

ETC ETC
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wholly or in part, without prior permission of the publisher.  Contact +44 1628 473419 or email sprocket@highwycombecc.org

225 Desborough Road, HIGH WYCOMBE,
Bucks, HP11 2QW
Tel: (01494) 447908

info@cyclecare.co.uk

The  Sprocket Feb 2007 Pin-Up

It has to be our very own Golla who we are all very lucky to have with us after his crash in Mallorca



www.highwycombecc.org  for more information on other events
Club Captain Jonathan Smith                 01628 474101 Version 1. 31-8-2006

Club run speed is 15-17mph and we re-group at the top of hills, all other times we ride as a close group and
consider all riders abilities.  Leaders: please have a backstop / sweeper rider.  Please note coffee
stops destinations can change on the day due to weather conditions and the number of riders.
Please volunteer to lead a club run, even if you are unsure of a route there will always be someone
on hand to help.  I am always looking for new café stops, if you know of any please advise me.
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Key Club Dates & Club Runs

Further details, Contact Info plus MAPS from

http://www.highwycombecc.org/diary

Last minute changes, events, news and gossip available from

the Message Board at http://www.highwycombecc.org/wheels

Date Event Details
Su 04.02.07 Reliability Trial Hilly 50 Mile
We 07.02.07 Turbo Training 7pm West Wycombe Village Hall
Sa 10.02.07 Kingcycle Fitness Testing Venue TBC
Su 11.02.07 Club Run 9am Market Square, High Wycombe High St
We 14.02.07 Turbo Training 7pm West Wycombe Village Hall
Su 18.02.07 Reliability Trial 100 kms 9am Market Square, High Wycombe High St
We 21.02.07 Club Sale 7pm West Wycombe Village Hall
Sa 24.02.07 Kingcycle Fitness Testing Venue TBC
Su 25.02.07 Club Run 9am Market Square, High Wycombe High St
We 28.02.07 Turbo Training 7pm West Wycombe Village Hall
Su 04.03.07 Reliability Trial 100 Mile Meet: Steady 8am, Med 8.30 Fast 9am
We 07.03.07 Turbo Training & Compuleague 7pm West Wycombe Village Hall
Su 11.03.07 Club Run 9am Market Square, High Wycombe High St
We 14.03.07 Turbo Training & Compuleague 7pm West Wycombe Village Hall
Su 18.03.07 West London 25m TT Tatling End, Amersham Alan Hillier Entry Deadline 4th March
Su 18.03.07 HWCC Open Road Race Long Crendon Harry Henley Marshalls Needed !
We 21.03.07 Turbo Training & Compuleague 7pm West Wycombe Village Hall
Su 25.03.07 Club Run 9am Market Square, High Wycombe High St
We 28.03.07 Turbo Training & Compuleague 7pm West Wycombe Village Hall


